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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.
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SUPRESSION OF LIBERTIES OF WOMEN
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PREFACE

SUPPRESSION OF LIBERTIES OF WOMEN IN KASHMIR

W

omen in Kashmir have been denied

societies were not bigoted like the one it has

basic rights of equality for decades

happened in present day Kashmir and even if it

owing to suppressive and radicalized

was, these ladies had the courage to surpass all

interpretation of Islam. The male dominant society

such restrictions and shine as zooni(moon).

and powers with vested interests have further

This report is a collection of articles, incidents and

oppressed them and alienated them to oblivion.

self stories highlighting the plight of women in

The suppression involves forced wearing of veil
(burkha), denial of co-education, participation in
cultural programs, entertainment activities, sports,
music, movies, fashion shows, use of social media,
wearing western clothing, the requirement of a
male guardian for taking all important decisions in
womens life, being subjected to eve-teasing, abuse
by husband, snatching incidents in open streets,
practice of triple Talak and Nikah Halala, threats of
rape and murder in case of non-abidance of these
dictates.

Kashmir and her mental turmoil. In includes
representation against the threat notices pasted at
prominent places, circulated in social media, the
story of liberal Islam in Bosnia, the story of Mariam
who aspired for higher studies but because of
bigoted society and social pressure, her family had
to face lot of humiliation and ultimately killing of
her father by terrorists or the custodians of so
called religion, the social and sexual discrimination
where an all-female rock band stood third in a
music competition but again owing to the
custodians of religion, the complete band was

The current Kashmiri society has to be broad
subjected to shame and humiliation and finally they
minded and accept the realities of modernization
had to disappear in darkness of anonymity, a
and growth. There are prominent women
fashion show which was protested against by a
personalities like Queen Didda (1000 CE), Kota
silent march and finally the story of Habba
Rani (14th century), Lal Ded (14th century poet),
Khatoon, a poetess who touched hearts of the poor
Habba Khatoon (16th century queen and poet),
and rich by her intriguing poems of separation from
Rupa Bhawani (17th century saint and poet),
her love. This study also highlights a model of
Arnimal (18th century poet), Mahbooba Mufti,
modern Islam as being practiced in Bosnia.
Benazir Bhutto, Raj Begum (singer from Srinagar),
Hanifa Chapu, Dr Girija Dhar and Iqra Rasool. Their

THE TIME HAS ARRIVED FOR EQUAL STATUS AND RIGHTS FOR OUR SISTERS & DAUGHTERS…

BEHAN AUR BETIYON KE LIYE BARAABAR DARJA AUR HUKOOK KA WAKT AA GYA HAI
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PRAGAASH ROCK BAND :

THE DAWN TURNED TO DUSK

O

n December 26, 2012, during a

campaign, Mattoo said, adding that the girls would

competition Battle of Bands, an

not be cowed down by the threats and they will

unusual thing happened in Srinagar. After

continue to pursue their dream in music.

several performances by boy bands, the audience

A local news portal carried the story about the girls

was stunned to see girls taking the stage. Are they

getting online threats, which in turn was picked up

really locals? Can they sing?

they wondered. But

by TRP-hungry national media.The combination of

once the band started playing, apprehensions were

music, Muslim girls, glamour, threats and Kashmir

gone. People loved it. The cheers and applause

seemed too appetizing for them. Politicians,

grew with every beat. The girls felt their dream had

leaders, activists, moral brigade  everybody was

come true.

asked to comment. Even the Chief Minister of

Pragaash (meaning the dawn in Kashmiri) came

Jammu and Kashmir, Omar Abdullah tweeted

third and took home a cash prize of Rs 6,000 - a

about the band and assured security to them.

huge achievement for three teenage girls which

The controversial government-backed Mufti,

included guitarist Aneeqa Khalid (15), singer Noma

Bashiruddin, added fuel to the fire by issuing a

Nazir(16) and drummer Farah Deeba(15) all high-

fatwa against the girls by terming their music un-

school students. It was just a few months earlier

Islamic. Music is not good for society and bad

that the three had met at a local music academy

things happening in Indian society are because of

and decided to form a band. This was their debut.

music, he said. These comments generated more

Once the video of the

media frenzy.

performance and the news hit

Seeing the heightened

Facebook and YouTube, it

passions, the girls vowed

generated a barrage of critic

never to sing again. One of

and orthodox comments.

them fled to the anonymity of

Some applauded the girls

Bengaluru and rest to the

whereas others denounced

confines of their homes. We

them.

give up music, because

The Trigger

according to mufti it is
haram, said Nazir, the lead

Owner of the Band, Adnan
singer. The Mufti is more
Mattoo, who is also the
aware of our religion, so we
manager of Pragaash, termed
respect him and we are doing
the responses as part of a
it for the people of Kashmir.
wicked campaign against the
With the main characters
girls. Some people who were
going into hiding, the field
not happy over the progress
was open to say and prove
of the youth in the Kashmir
anything.
Valley are behind such
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(From left) Noma Nazir, Aneeqa Khalid and Farah Deeba

In addition to the debate on modernity versus

The feat could have easily earned her a dangerous

cultural values, Kashmiri nationalists and

tag, but Kashmir is too liberal to mind these issues.

mainstream began shadow-boxing in the news

It is only when politics is involved that white turns

studios and online world. Issues like Talibanization

black.

of Kashmir surfaced.

Incidents like above raises questions on the

In Kashmir, music has been part and parcel of

freedom of expression of women. If a women can

society. From the beautiful chorus of girls working

sing folk lores, shabads of Sikh religion then why

at the rice fields to the spiritual music of Sufiyana

not rock music. Tender teenagers took inspiration,

Kalam, Kashmir has music for every occasion.

worked hard and won a rock band competition just

Rock music by girls was a just new addition that

to be criticised by their own community

unfortunately got marred by the murky cocktail of

were given abused, given threats of rape and

media, politics and morality.

murder

Tasleema, a young singer from Srinagar, sings
shabads from the Guru Granth Sahib at
gurudwaras. In 2007 she became the only Muslim

They

why? Why there is so much suppression

where a girl is not allowed to express herself. Arent
there any other female rock bands in the world?
Are they all spoiled people ?

Kashmiri girl to have sung at the Golden Temple.

Music may have different forms
but it cannot be against a religion
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Mariyam
W

e lived in Kashmir valley, called as the

against the social norms for the upliftment of

Heaven on earth. We in this sentence

family. Hence, he is not that famed in our society,

refers to my family; my family that

disliked by spiritual preachers; who are against

constitutes of my Abba, Ammi and five siblings

upliftment and modernisation of the society. He

including a 16 year old me; the eldest of all

travels various states in the nation for his business

siblings. My name is Mariyam and we live in a

of wool and cloth and is a diligent person who

village at the foothills of high mountains; life here

works hard for earning living for the family.

has its own challenges and perks. The place is so

This summer, few months after the snow melted in

beautiful, serene, full of tranquillity and as pure as it

my village, my father made sure that I went to study

can ever be. People here arent very social with each

in Senior Secondary College (SSC) for my higher

other; but they support each other in their tough
and unpleasant times. Most of
them go to South Kashmir
and further south for

education; however this resolution of him wasnt
that forthcoming in the village. On
Friday that week, when he went
to Masjid for jumma, the

earning their living. Like

Maulavi there showed his

a typical village, they just

disagreement over this

offer prayers and believe

decision of my father; that

that Allah will change their
fate and bestow them with
happiness, food and resources;

made him very furious. He
took my father to a separate
clingy and semi lit room, I heard yelling

which I find very unrealistic and impractical.

of people from a distance; I had not seen my father

My family falling in the same loop visit a Masjid

that furious in all these years. After finishing prayers

nearby my mohalla; on a weekly basis praying for

in Masjid he came home and narrated the entire

the best of health and happiness for our family.

story to my mother; a lady who is so much but at

My mother always taught me that hard work

last a conservative-orthodox lady. I could feel so

shapes the destiny. I always aspired to be like my

much tension developing in the family, my mother

mother; loyal, industrious, adorable person, perfect

sobbed the entire night; I could feel the supper

as a mother, daughter and wife; there is so much to

served to us was all bitter that night. Father on the

look up to her. My father on the other hand is a

other hand, slept empty stomach; however I think

modern man, he tells me to look beyond the

he hardly could have slept that night. That was the

boundaries of these ridges and cliffs; he goes

last day when he went to Masjid, from that day on,
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his religion was restricted to his

night ever. In one moment, everything

Allah at home and us. I could now

just shattered to nothing. My father

see the indifference in the eyes of

who became the victim of those cruel

people, the way they treated my

howlers, who were later recognized as

father as if it was a crime for me to

foreign terrorists and pinned down by

get educated. I cursed myself, all

Security Forces.

those days; I felt comfortable
staying indoors without those
nagging, criticising eyes staring me
and my siblings. Now, winters were
coming close; it was that time of
the year again when my father had
to go for his clothing business. Every time this year,
I see a mixture of characters in my mother; there is
fear and strength in her eyes. It started as normal
day when our house being at the fringes and aloof
of the mohalla; was intruded by five strangers. They
were wearing phiren, thirsty, hungry, carrying heavy
bags, dark circles around their eyes, attired in
untidy footwear and clothes; they forced
themselves in. They were ruthless animals, closing
all the windows of our home, bolting all the doors,
destroying our utensils in kitchen, tearing apart the
furniture and putting them against the wall as if
they were building defences, threatening my
parents; everything was so abrupt that it terrified us
to death. They misbehaved with my mother and
assaulted her physically multiple times; I couldnt
see her suffering; so I rushed into the room and
saw my father tied with multiple injuries over his
body who had already bled to death. The moment,
I saw this; I fainted. I cannot forget that miserable

My aim to become something and
make my parents proud just shattered
in a blink of an eye. In a moment, I lost
my father, was not even was able to bid
him his final farewell, I lost all dreams, I
lost my family, I lost everything because
of the few strangers that ruined my life forever. The
entire world, just fell on to my doorstep as if hell
broke down upon me. The dreams of my father, the
expectations of my mother and my belief has now
transformed in the miseries of my life. To carry on
with the loads of my broken dreams, is too heavy to
bear. I now sit alone sobbing, with my siblings and
mother in excruciating pain; with utter despair in
my eyes and tears already dried. The days, the
nights and everything seems useless and pointless
from here. My grief cannot be explained in words,
the void I have in my heart, my mind and in my
soul is unparalleled. I am left over with no father
feeding and supporting our family monetarily and
emotionally. The future now seems so bleak, on
personal front I have lost my present and my future;
battling the world against all odds, a never ending
deprivation from education and basic amenities of
life. Living is equivalent to a curse now, a burden
which I have to shoulder for the
remainder of plight. The shattered
pieces of my family, with no support; will
ghost me throughout my life.

The above story is of a village commoner
Mariyam aspiring for higher eduction.
However, militancy is ruining life of a
common Kashmiri and affecting every
Kashmiri in some or the other way; be it
physical, psychological, economic or
otherwise.
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CONDEMNATION OF FASHION SHOW IN KASHMIR :

THE DILEMMA OF WOMEN MODESTY OR
SUPPRESSION OF WOMEN RIGHTS

O

n 30 March 2021, a non-governmental

to Mumbai because of the expenses involved. Such

organisation (NGO), the All Jammu and

events will give them a platform here in Kashmir,

Kashmir Youth Society (AJKYS) organized

said Yousuf. Bollywood designer Rajdeep Sardesai

first of its kind fashion show in Kashmir. The

and super model Soni Kaur were among the

event showcased more than 30 male and female

judges, Yousuf added.

models, was held at
Srinagar's Tagore Hall and
was attended by more than
500 guests.

Ticket to Bollywood
Advocate Sajid Yousuf,
president of the AJKYS,
termed the show a success
and said that the event was
held to provide career
opportunities in modelling
and Bollywood to the local
youth.Many among the
youth in Kashmir want a
career in modelling and
Bollywood, but cannot go
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can be forced into prostitution
or something more dangerous.

The Dilemma
Was the protest against the
rising liberty of women ?
the clothes ?

or

.. or stretching

the thread too far and
connecting it other reasons.
If men can roam around in
jeans, T-shirts and other
fashionable wear then why not
women. Why so much

The fashion show led to a silent march by a
group of Kashmiri women in Srinagar. The
protestors clarified that they werent part of any
organisation and had spontaneously gathered to
oppose the event because it allegedly sets a wrong
precedence for the youth in Kashmir.

suppression of women in the name of Islam. The
religion says to dress modestly and the dresses
were modest enough, then why so much resistance
in the society?
Though the protestors stated that they have
voluntarily come forward to preserve their culture.

Not Just About Clothes

However, simultaneous gathering of so many

The women marched from Nehru Park and to the

women and their transportation to the site is

Sher-i-Kashmir International Convention Centre

questionable. Who arranged for these? Definitely

(SKICC). However, due to police intervention their

there is a smell of oppressors and a suppressed

march was halted.

society, further fueled by terrorists, their sponsors

The women represented that the fashion show was

and people with vested interests.

related to clothes only, but Kashmir being a

We as valideens need to take a call whether to

Muslim-majority region, the fashion show created

submit to this suppressive psychology or allow our

unrest among us. We have come here to ask for

children to grow and prosper like sons and

our rights and oppose the fashion show because

daughters in other parts of the world.

today this is about clothes, but tomorrow our girls

Give Equal Rights To Women…
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THREAT TO KASHMIRIYAT :

BULLYING BY TANZEEMS

H

i, I am Nusrat Jan from Gen-X (21yrs). I

reached hometown in Apr 2021.

belong to a humble Kashmiri family, my

Recent changes in the status of Jammu and

father is a carpet merchant and we live in

Kashmirs political status provided ample

Anantnag. I was raised with lot of love and

opportunities in all walks of life, may it be business

affection. Since childhood, I have been motivated

where we can collaborate with other companies,

by Mrs Mehbooba Mufti, the grand political icon of

business throughout India or politics where now the

Jammu and Kashmir. She has set an example to

grass root level political leadership has been given

simple girls like us on how to be a successful

more importance so as simple people like me can

mother as well as a great leader without

make a difference to the societies we live in.

compromising on the first priority. I studied in
Senior Secondary School in Jammu and then
went for graduation in political science at
Jammu University. Since my higher secondary
days, I have been holding important
appointments such as class monitor and as a
School Girl which continued even during my
College, wherein, I was an active member of
Students Union. I finished my graduation and

Banned for Boys

Banned for Girls

Western Dressing Jeans Top & Makeup
Fashion Shows and Cultural Programs
Photo and Video Uploading on Social Media
Co-Education in Coaching Centres

Beard Style
Smoking Weed
Heroin, Cocaine, Brownsugar
All kinds of Alcohol Containing Drinks
Fashion Shows
Co-Education in Coaching Centres
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However, some selfish tyrants in the name of Islam
and Jihad aim to retain us in their clutches and not
allow us to grow. During June and July 2021, I

hypocritic tanzeems.
If I am not allowed to wear clothes of my choice,
how can I be confident, how will I mingle with other

received various posters and messages issued by

people. There are so many great women leaders

self-styled jihadis issuing threats.

like Mahbooba Mufti, Indira Gandhi, Golda Meir,

The notice warned against modernisation,

Angela Merkel, Benazir Bhutto, Kalpana Chawla,

westernisation in terms of culture, clothes, lifestyle,

Madonna, Mother Teresa, Anne Frank, the list goes

listening music, movies, use of social media

on and on. How many of them wear burkha?

platforms and other enjoyment means. Failing to

think none. How many of them are connected on

adhere will lead to death by bullets

Really!!

.

social media ?

. I

. I think all. How many of them

Is this the world we are living in. That you will be

were bounded by their bigoted society

shot if you want to live the life of your choice? Is

Then why there is restriction on a common girl like

wearing clothes or interacting with people on social

me. Is it because I am a girl

media destroying our great religion Islam? No I

or a Kashmiri mulsim girl

dont think my Islam or Kashmiriyat is so weak. The

muslim girl who is not being allowed equal right of

cyclone of such thoughts raged through my soul.

living!!! If I am expected to stay hidden behind

Does being Muslim or living in Kashmir means
surrendering my human rights? Being dictated
what to wear, how to live? Is this the free society
that we dream of !! I was literally shocked. Since
childhood, I have heard stories of Mehbooba Mufti,

none.

or a muslim girl
or a poor Kashmiri

burkha, how will I grow and lead my friends,
mohallas and village. Am I believed to be just a
baby making machine or am I a born leader who
will lead her children, her progeny who will shape
destiny of the family and the society at large.

Indira Gandhi, the grand political icons. I was

Even in Saudi Arabia and other Muslim nations who

always fascinated by their aura and strong

hold the beacon of Islam, women are getting liberal

personality. I wanted to become like them but can I

with every passing day. Muslim communities across

do so in the given circumstances!! In a place, where

the world are growing due to their adaptive nature

I am forced to wear burkha and not even able to

to changing times. Princess Ameerah bint Aidan

wear apparels of my choice. Is this the freedom

bin Nayef Al-Taweel Al-Otaibi (Saudi Arabia),

given by Allah tala or are these the whims of

MunaAbuSulayman (Saudi Arabia),ShaikhaMahra
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(UAE),FahriyeEvcen (Turkey), Rawan bin Hussain

the so called saviours of Islam.

(Kuwait), Sheikh Hasina (PM of

protectors or baking their own bread on our lives

Bangladesh)

need to think

.the list is endless. These fine

are they really our
.

. Having seen the change in political

ladies and their respectable Islamic society have

status of Jammu and Kashmir, the life before and

embraced modernisation which facilitated them to

after the change, the tyranny of tanzeems, I have

achieve fame. Why should a Kashmiri girl be left

finally started to think

behind !!

freedom actually lie !!!

Why are the restrictions only for women. Does Allah

Do I stay oppressed under so called bigoted Islamic

treat their children differently or these are the rules

freedom fighters or am I entitled to freedom to

of so called jihadis. MehvishZarger (an entrepreneur

grow, space to become who I am, take care of my

from Srinagar), Nadiya Nighat (a football coach

family and loved ones and contribute to the growth

from Rambagh), Iqra Rasool (a cricketer from

of my village and community?

Baramulla), Sabbah Haji (Director of a School from

everyone in my country do.

Doda), Nusrat Jahan (flower business in Pulwama)
are some of the leading women of our Kashmir. If
they can pave a path for themselves

why am I

. Where does my real

As does

I strongly oppose such threats by so called Islamic
terrorists and other such tanzeems who restrict my
fundamental right to life and personal liberty.

not allowed!! Whats happening? Is this the
Kashmiriyat that we dreamt of? These tanzeems,

To freedom of life… be what u want to be
By personal choice….. Not by dictate
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THE NIGHTINGALE : HABBA KHATOON
(1554-1609 AD)

A

life, full of pain, hardships, longing for love

has also been described as the first secular and

but inspiring countless, stimulating

humanist poet in Kashmiri literature. Her ballads

excellence and being remembered as a

are alive and still sung today, because they connect

symbol of bravery. Its a life and story of a difficult,
failed marriage and of lost love, today we bring to

Habba Khatoon - The Nightingale of
Kashmir, who contributed immensely

life

to Kashmiri poetry and literature.

directly to the natives as they are versed in local
Kashmiri language. It is claimed that she
introduced Loal (or Lol) to Kashmiri
poetry. Loal may be equated to the
word lyric in English, which in
Kashmiri literally means longing

Habba Khatoon popularly known as
(for a lost love). She has also
Zooni, a Kashmiri word meaning
been credited with introducing a
moon, was born in 16th century in
captivating method of writing
small village of Pulwama(South
stanza of three lines, followed by a
Kashmir). Her life was filled with

Yusuf Shah
Chak- last Chak ruler of Kashmir

refrain. The first and the third lines

darkness until she met

and become the queen but this too didnt
last long, again leaving her in ocean of
sorrows and grief. And this is when she renounced
the worldly life and embraced asceticism and
started writing and singing. Her poems are
mournful and filled with sorrow of separation.

In henna I have dyed my hands,
When will he come?
I die, while he roams distant lands,
My heart is numb!
O, where is now the day’s delight?
I’ve waited long
The golden wine cups of the night.
To him belong.

rhyme while second line is
unrhymed. She also invented the

Raast-i-Kashmiri, the raga of Kashmiri
classical music.
The distant meadows are in bloom.
Have you not heard my call?
Flowers bloom on mountain lakes
Come, let us ascend these meadows now
The lilac blooms in distant woods
Have you not heard my call?
She was hailed as the last self-made poet queen of
Kashmir. Her purity and confidence was considered
different and bold for the time. She was
exceptionally gifted in an era of ignorance, hence
given the title Nightingale of Kashmir. Several

She was amongst the poets who without any

contemporary Kashmiri lyricists have acknowledged

spiritual power or influence could narrate the

the influence her poems have had on their own

emotions and experience of a common man. She

work. A collection of her poems have been
published by the Jammu and Kashmir Academy of

Habba Khatoon (1554-1609) was born in a village but was taught to read and write Arabic and
Persian language. She was married to an illiterate peasant boy which finally ended in a
divorce. Thereafter she met Yusuf Shah Chak. It was love at first sight. They married and she
changed her name to Habba Khatoon. Later Yusuf became Prince of Kashmir. Shortly, Akbar
annexed Kashmir and Yusuf was exiled. Zooni then left the palace and roamed the hills and
valleys of Kashmir translating her pain of separation from her beloved in heartbreaking songs.
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Languages, Arts and Culture.

I’ll seek you down the
wandering brooks
Praying we must meet again
I’ll look for you where the
jasmines blow
Don’t tell me we shan’t meet
again.

poetry of unforgettable songs.
Since ancient times Kashmiris
give mystics the liberty to break
social taboos, the brokenhearted space to lament and this
has been one of the reasons why
both these women could carve a
space for themselves in the
Society.

The Nightingale of Kashmir
These poets belonged to very

has been honoured and

different times, yet there is a

revered throughout the

similarity of concerns and

subcontinent. Indian Coast
Guard has named a ship as

CGS Habba Khatoon

after her.

expressions to be found in their works as well as a
unique, individual note. But somehow, down the
historical lane, the culture of women poetry

Habba Khatoons gift to Kashmir is undoubtedly
been kept at the helm of Kashmiri music and
artistic world. The poems she penned down in her
time of grief have been immortalised and her
poetry has inspired many Kashmiri women express

diminished. Is it because of radicalisation of the
Islam by people with vested interests or too much
suppression of feminist feelings? The true Kashmiri
culture is about beauty, love, acceptance and
expression. Lets be true Kashmiris.

their feeling in the form of verse.
Other poetesses relatable to Habba Khatun
were Rupa Bhawani and Arinimal. Laleshwari
also known as Lal ded was another famous
poetess existed before Habba Khatoon in the
14th century and was famous for mystical
compositions. Each of these women charted
their own particular course in life and art,
refusing in her own way, to submit to the roles
assigned by contemporary society. Lal ded and
Rupa Bhawani walked out of their marriages and
the culture of silence to express their spiritual
yearnings in verses of solemn beauty. Zooni and
Arinimal were separated from their lovers,
openly spoke about their physical longing in the

Habba Khatoon Mountain
Waliv aiss sari wessa likhav gavoon taa gazala
Paninav gazalav sath karhoon Kashmir bahar
Panaviv ganivav sath karav aiss lakan hundi
dillan balahav
Yahi cha asia kashrian hndi kashrin hunnz
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BOSNIA : A MODEL FOR LIBERAL ISLAM

T

he majority of Bosnians gradually accepted

women clambered onto stages and removed their

Islam after the Ottomans brought it to the

zar-a black garment resembling todays burka-en

region in the 15th century. They ruled until

masse.

1878, when they lost Bosnia to a longtime rival: the
Austro-Hungarian empire. Many Bosnians at that
point felt uncomfortable under their new rulers and
hence migrated to Turkey. From 1878 to 1918, an
estimated 150,000 emigrated to Turkey.

State-imposed unveiling ultimately culminated in a
legal ban on face veils in 1950. The new law was
presented to the public as the states response to
Muslim womens mass requests. Although some
women did welcome the ban, many ended up more

After World War II, during Communist rule in

isolated as a result of it; they felt they had to stay

Yugoslavia, the emancipation of Muslim women

home because they couldnt go outside with their

was enacted through authoritarian means. The face

heads uncovered. Written and video testimonies

veil was perceived as backward-an obstacle to

confirm the difficulties they endured.

womens participation in the socialist rebuilding of
the newly formed country. The Womens Antifascist
Front, a state-sponsored organization, organized
campaigns to unveil Muslim women in Yugoslavia
from 1947 to 1950. At public unveiling ceremonies,

Concerned for the position of Muslim women in
society, Bosnias highest official Islamic religious
body supported the unveiling campaigns at the
time. It made several statements in 1947 asserting
that veiling ones face and covering ones hands up
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to the wrists was not required by religious code.

time as one of the principles animating its religious

Ibrahim Fejic, a Mufti who then served as the leader

interpretations: Islamic thought can and should

of the Islamic Community in Bosnia and

offer Muslims answers on how to practice Islam

Herzegovina, said Islam asks women to dress

now and onwards. The result is that the

modestly, but that this does not require face veiling

institutions are given an element of flexibility, while

or isolation from the public. He added, It is a sin in

maintaining Islams timelessness. The same

Islam to allow oneself what the religion forbids; it is

institution today asserts its credibility to serve as a

as much a sin to forbid to oneself what the religion

constructive partner for other Muslim communities

permits.

and EU institutions.

Today, the history and practice of Bosnian Islam

Second, forced secularizationincluding bans on

yield a number of noteworthy lessons for those

wearing face veilscan be counterproductive. As the

seeking to cultivate a liberal Islam in Europe.

testimonies of Muslim women from Yugoslavia

One is that an institutionalized, centralized form of
Islam can be highly successful, as seen in the case
of the Islamic Community. This probably cant be
replicated precisely in other European countries-the
Bosnian organization of Islamic religious affairs is
distinct in that it is independent of the state and
incorporates elements of representative democracy
for legislative and representative bodies-but it can
still serve as a useful example to the rest of Europe.

revealed, such restrictions can produce deeply
negative consequences, including insults and
attacks against veiled women. Instead, Muslimsown
questioning of the religious foundations of the face
veil can yield progressive interpretations that feel
authentic because theyre coming from within the
community. For instance, the Bosniak reformist
leadership argued that Islam grants men and
women rights and responsibilities, and unveiling is
both true to Islam and can facilitate womens

The Islamic Community cites the requirements of

access to fulfilling their given rights. Instead of legal
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History of Bosnia and Islam
th

Islam was introduced to Bosnia by Ottomans in 15 Century. It later came under Austro-Hungarian
control in 1878. The authorities were no longer interested in Christianization and guaranteed freedom
of religion. Bosnian Muslims then continued to practice Sufism.

bans or enforced dress codes, democratic Western

that Europe and Islam are far from incompatible-in

governments would do better to promote Muslim

fact, they have been intertwined for centuries.

womens freedom of choice.

Bosnias liberal acceptance of Islam including

Finally, Islamic modernism, born in the 19th

unveiling and contribution of women to the society

century as an effort to reinterpret Islam with a

are praise worthy and can be incorporated in our

liberal spirit, is not as ineffective as some

Kashmiri culture. How can a society progress where

pessimistic commentators on Islam believe. In

50% of the community i.e. womens are hidden

todays Bosnia, Islam is internally diverse: Many

behind veils and they are subject to humiliation and

Muslims see it as part of their cultural heritage,

abuse? Islam advocates a woman to dress

while others emphasize the importance of daily

modestly, that doesnt mean a veil in any way. There

religious rituals.

is a need to understand and accept Islam in its

Our modernist Islamic tradition is not immune to
global trends, including Salafist currents. But

modest and liberal form and not get carried away
along with radical elements.

Bosnias intellectual legacy offers plenty of evidence
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